We discuss the properties of the position space fermion propagator in three dimensional QED which has been found previouly based on Ward-Takahashi-identity for soft-photon emission vertex and spectral representation.There is a new type of mass singularity which governs the long distance behaviour.It leads the propagator vanish at large distance.This term corresponds to dynamical mass in position space.Our model shows confining property and dynamical mass generation for arbitrary coupling constant.Since we used dispersion retation in deriving spectral function there is a physical mass which sets a mass scale.For finite cut off the propagator dumps more slowly than the results of Dyson-Schwinger equation with bare vertex at high energy. Low energy behaviour of the proagator is modified to decrease by position dependent mass.In the limit of zero infrared cut-off the propagator vanishes with a new kind of infrared behaviour.
Infrared behaviour of the propagator in the presence of massless particle (i.e.photon and graviton) had been discussed assuming spectral representation of the propagator and the use of Ward-Takahashi-identity [1] .It is pointed out that the spectral representation is model independent and the asymptotic form of the scalar propagator in QED and Gravity theory were determined [1] .It has long been thought that the three dimensional QED is a confining theory since its infrared divergences is severe [3] .However it has not been known what we can observe as a confinement.One of these examples is a vanishment of the propagator in the infrared region.In the previous paper we find that the scalar and spinor propagator have a new type of mass singularity in the same approach in ref [1] to QED 3 [2] .There are two kinds of gauge invariant mass singularities in the evaluation of the O(e 2 ) spectral function by LSZ reduction formula.After exponentiation of O(e 2 ) spectral function we get the full propagator in position space which is a product of free propagator with physical mass and quantum correction.In our model quantum corrections are Coulomb energy and position dependent mass which are both logarithmically divergent at long distance but finite after exponentiation.Here confinement means that the propagator dumps faster than the free propagator with physical mass for arbitrary coupling constant.First we study the structure of the propagator with finite infrared cut-off µ.It is assumed that the three dimensional analysis leads the leading order of high temperature expansion results in four dimension [3] .In the previous paper we did not treat the momentum space structure in details because the difficulty of Fourier transfomation. In the present paper instead by Laplace transformation of the position dependent mass numerically,we have the integral reresentation of the propagator in momentum space as in dispersion theory.By this form we easily see the differences between the results of Dyson-Schwinger equation and our analysis and find that the propagator in the Dyson-Schwinger approach with bare vertex dose not show the strong dumping at large distance.Therefore we find in momentum space that propagator vanishes in the limit of zero
In section II Bloch-Nordsieck approximation in three dimension is reviewed. In section III mass singularity in four and three dimension is compared and numerical analysis in momentum space is given. Section IV is for nonperturbative effects as renormalization constant, bare mass which are defined in the highenergy limit,and the vacuum expectation value of the composite operator ψψ .There seems to be a critical coupling constant which separates the phases of ψψ .At this value of the coupling constant we obtain the different low and intermediate energy behaviour of the propagator from the one in the the analysis of Dyson-Schwinger equation in momentum space.
II. WARD-TAKAHASHI-IDENTITY AND THE SPECTRAL FUNCTION
A. Position space propagator
First we consider about the charged particles which emitt and absorb massless photons.Usually this process was described by spectral function;transition probability of particle into particle and photon state.This method is model independent and helpful in any dimension and leads to the so called Bloch-Nordsieck approximation.Multi-photon emitted from external line is introduced by ladder type diagrams which satisfy Ward-Takahashiidentity.Let us begin by dispersion theoretic description of the propagator[1]
The field ψ is renormalized and is taken to be a spinor with mass m.Here we introduce intermediate states that contribute the spectral function
Total three-momentum of the state |N is p µ N .The only intermediates N contain one spinor and an arbitrary number of photons.Setting
where r is the momentum of the spinor r 2 = m 2 ,and k i is the momentum of ith soft photon,we
Here the notation
has been introduced.Here we define matrix element
T n satisfies Ward-Takahashi-identity:
Using LSZ the one photon matrix element is given
where U(r, s) is a four-component free particle spinor with positive energy
The spectral function σ is given by exponentiation of one-photon matrix element,
which yields an infinite ladder approximation for the propagator.In this approximation for
In this way the spectral function and the propagator are given in the followings
To determine F first we take the trace of T 1 T + 1 for simplicity in the infrared.
where Π µν is the polarization sum
and the free photon propagator
In this case we assume ρ 1 (ω) = ρ 2 (ω) = σ which is valid in the infrared(i.e.γ · r = m).In general case there are two kinds of spectral function which is given in the appendix.To aviod infared divergences we introduce photon mass µ as an infrared cut-off.It is helpful to use
to determine F.If we use parameter trick
the function F is written in the following form
where the function Ei(n, µx) is defined
It is understood that all terms which vanishes with µ → 0 are ignored.The leading non trivial contributions to F are
where γ is Euler's constant.Using integrals for intermediate state for on-shell fermion
we set r = m in the phase space integral ;
where exp(−mx)/4πx is a free scalar propagator with physical mass m and exp(F ) denotes the quantum correction involving infinite numbers of photons in our approximation.
B. Confining property
Here we mention the confining property of the propagator S F (x) in position space
The S F dumps strongly provided
The effects of (µ √ −x 2 ) −Dmx in momentum space is seen to decrease the value of the propagator at low energy and shown in Fig.2 . The profile of the σ(x) for various values of D ≥ 1 are shown in Fig.1 . In section IV and V we discuss dynamical mass,the renormalization constant,and bare mass in connection of each terms of F .
C. O(e 2 ) propagator in Momentum space
After angular integration we get the propagator
where
If we discuss the Euclidean or off-shell propagator we can omitt the linear infrared divergent part in A.In this case m denotes a physical mass
where I 1 , I 2 are the following integrals
From these expressions we see that the gauge dependent terms A, D, B, C,are wave function renormalization constant and mass renormalization respectively.In this order the wave function renormalization constant
is divergent at p 2 = −m 2 and p 2 = ∞.Higher order in e 2 contain the terms (p 2 + m 2 ) −n , n > 2,which does not contribute the vacuum expectation value
but modifies the low energy behaviour σ(p = 0) which we see in the next section.
D. Mass generation
Since our model QED 3 is super renormalizable mass generation occurs perturbatively.In other words,mass changes as in the case of operator insertion [4] .It is seen by the dimensional analysis of the propagator or self-energy Σ.For instance we take an example for the O(e 2 ) self-energy
whereΣ (2) is given by setting A = 1,B = m for S F .By using contour integral we obtain
Here we notice that in the limit 
in the Landau gauge A = 1.This yields B(p) → m 3 /p 2 and not contains infrared divergences in this order,however Ward-Takahashi-identities is not satisfied in the next order
There remains unknown differences between two models in the low-energy region.We have the scalar part of the propagator
which is the correct form of B(p) from dimensional analysis [12] .In this case we obtain the position space scalar part
where m is a mass as an infrared cut-off.This form shows its finiteness at short distance.Here we return to our approximation. The position space propagator is witten in momentum space
The conditions for mass generation is easily seen that
which are a prioli assumed to be satisfied in the numerical analysis of Dyson-Schwinger equation.
III. ANALYSIS IN MOMENTUM SPACE
To search the infrared behaviour we expand the propagator in the coupling constant e 2 and obtained the Fourier transform of σ(x) [2] .In that case it is not enough to see the structure of infrared behaviour which can be compared to the well-known four dimensional QED.Instead we make Laplace transformation of (µx) −Cx ,which leads the general spectral representation of the propagator in momentum space.Let us begin to study the effect of position dependent mass(Self-energy),Coulomb energy in momentum space
Coulomb energy = e 2 8π ln(µx).
The position space free propagator
is modified by these two terms which are related to dynamical mass and wave function renormalization.To see this let us think about position space propagator
the long distance is supressed by the factor (µx) −Cx ,and the Coulomb energy modifies the short distance behaviour from the bare 1/x to 1/x 1−D .The effect of Coulomb energy for the infrared behaviour of the free particle with mass m can be seen by its fourier transform [2, 9] 
Above formula shows the structure in momentum space is modified for both infrared and ultraviolet regions. Usually constant D represents the coefficent of the leading infrared divergence for fixed mass in four dimension. Therefore Coulomb energy has the same effects in three dimension as in four dimension but change the ultraviolet behaviour [5] .In the nonlinear Dyson-Schwinger equation of the fermion propagator or operator product expansion we can evaluate the dynamical mass which depends on momentum [4] .Especially in the ladder Landau gauge Z 2 = 1, there is no critical coupling constants but dynamcally generated mass is proportional to m 3 /p 4 that leads to exp(−mx) in position space modifies the short distance behaviour as D = 1 in our approximation.In this way the propagator with dynamical mass can take the following form in position space [5, 12] 
which does not dump as the free one which is devided by x.It was shown
in the quasi-linear approximation to the Dyson-Schwinger equation for bare vertex [12] .Vetex correction with some kinds of ansatz to satisfy Ward-Takahashi-identity modifies the gauge dependence and give us the solution which satisfies Landau-Kharatonikov transformation [5] .However in three dimensional QED the relation between dynamical mass generation and confinement is not clear in the analysis of Dyson-Schwinger equation. Hereafter we consider the role of M(x) as the dynamical mass at low momentum.First we define Fourier transform of the scalar part of the propagator;
For definiteness we show the Fourier transformations of the propagator for (D = 0, C = 0) and (D = 1, C = 0) cases,
The second case is the same with dynamical mass generation as we see before.If we include (µx) −Cx term it is easy to see that the value of the proagator σ(p = 0) decreases which is shown numerically in Fig.3 .In the previous paper we expand the propagator σ(p) in powers of e 2 and see the logarithmic infrared divergence at p 2 = m 2 .In that case it is not clear the effect of position dependent mass.To study the effect of (µx) −Cx it is helpful to use Laplace
The Laplace transfom F (s) is shown in Fig.4 .
We have the complete the expression of the propagator
Here cut off µ dependence is derived from
We see that m * diverges and σ(0) = 0 in the limit µ → 0.From these expression we see the structure of the propagator as the superposition of particle with mass (s − m * ) with weight F (s). In Minkowski space we have by replacement p 2 → −p 2 with infrared factor exp(A),
Since A is highly gauge dependent we do not have a definite answer in the limit µ → 0 except for the Yennie gauge d = 2.Here we introduce ǫ = µ/m and get the infrared behaviour
and for D = 1
In Minkowski space the infrared behaviour near
In Euclidean space it is natural that in the long-distance the propagator vanishes in the limit µ → 0.In Minkowski space we find a vanishiment of the propagator as 1
for the Yennie gauge at D = 1,which might be related to confinement picture.In the present model proagator in position space has a maximum at finite x and decrease rapidly for finite infrared cut-off µ,in which the picture of confinement is clear.Thus we conclude the effect of confinment in our model has been seen as the suppression of the propagator in the long distance region which is due to the higher order effect which comes from (µx) −Cx = exp(−Dmx ln(µx)).In momentum space propagator is expressed as a superposition for differen masses as we have seen in eqs (67),(71).If the dynamical symmetry breaking and mass generation take place it has been discussed that the propagator will have a branch point on the real p 2 axis [11] .Therefore we can say that the radiatively corrected fermion has not a simple structure as in QED 4 ,where it has a superposition of different mass with cut and linear divergence associated with massless photon in the ordinary phase or it is expressed as superposition of dipoles in the condensed phase for finite cut-off,which will be shown in the next section.There is a possibility to remove infrared cut-off by including photon mass as Chern-Simon term or vacuum polarization of photon [3, 7] .
IV. BARE MASS AND VACUUM EXPECTATION VALUE ψψ
In this section we examine the renormalization constant and bare mass and study the condition of vanishing bare mass based on spectral representation.The spinor propagator in position space is expressed in the following for ρ 1 = ρ 2 = σ which is the case in our model [7] 
The equation for the renormalization constant in terms of the spectral functions read
Instead we determine them directly by taking the high energy limit of S F
For Z
−1
2 ,first we show free case
where the dimension of the S (0)
and this shows the ordinary expression
In this way if we neglect exp(−mx) we obtain
This means that propagator in the high energy limit has no part which is proportional to the free one. Usually mass is a parameter which appears in the Lagrangean.For example chiral symmetry is defined for the bare quantity.In ref [4] the relation between bare mass and renormalized mass of the fermion propagator in QED is discussed based on renormalization group equation with the assumption of ultraviolet stagnant point and shown that the bare mass vanishes in the high energy limit even if we start from the finite bare mass in the theory.It suggests that symmetry properties can be discussed in terms of renormalized quantities.In QCD bare mass vanishes in the short distance by asymptotic freedom.And the dynamical mass vanishes too.In our apprximation this problem is understood that at short distance propagator in position space tends to
where we have σ(0) = f inite at D = 1 case which is independent of the bare mass (d − 2 + γ)| for m 0 = 0 in our approximation.There is a chiral symmetry at short distance where the bare or dynamical mass vanishes in momentum space but its breaking must be discussed in terms of the values of the order parameter. Therefore it is interesting to study the possibility of pair condensa-tion in our approximation.The vacuum expectation value of pair condensate is evaluated case except for the infrared region.We evaluated the renormalization constant and bare mass based on the high energy behaviour of the propagator and dynamical mass in momentum space numerically. In our approximation there seems to be a critical coupling constant for vacuum expectation value ψψ which is independent of the bare mass. The one-loop self-energy in momentum space does not contain our position dependent mass associated with linear infrared divergent terms which we obtained in the LSZ formula for the spectral function.If we include some vertex correction to the Dyson-Schwinger equation low energy behaviour of the propagator may be modified to decrease it.Our model shows that the confining property of charged fermion and dynamical mass generation are realized in QED 3 (at critical coupling constant) as in QCD in four dimension provided with finite infrared cut-off .
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VII. A. GAUGE DEPENDENCE
In ref [2, 5, 9] gauge dependece of the propagator has been discussed. In order to understand the gauge dependence of the propagator away from the threshold ,we will once examine the gauge covariance relation.Writing D µν (k) = D
µν (k) + k µ k ν M(k),we see that the fermion proagator varies with the gauge according to [4] ,
where K = e 2 d/8π,thus the gauge transformation property is violated by linear infrared divergences near the threshold.Here we adopt the subtracion of the point k = 0 in the integral.Free propagator with mass ω equals to
F (x) = −(iγ · ∂ + ω)
and its Fourier transform is
In our approximation only mass terms changes under the gauge transformation and remaining terms in F are gauge invariant.In general gauge invariant part is approximation dependent. 
The first term is the same as the previous one.The second term is not significant in the infrared.This term is also obtained by gauge transformation from the Landau gauge where ρ 1 = ρ 2 is assumed [7] .In Euclidean space if we exponentiate we have
= − mrdr √ r 2 + m 2 exp(ir · x)(1 + r · γ m ) exp(F ),
This form corresponds to the infinite ladder graph of the fermion propagator with physical mass m.
